
The Acousmatic Project of Vienna in collaboration with SEAMS presents

Electroacoustic Music from Austria

Concert #2, Fylkingen, 29 Aug 2021, 19:30 

Programme

Caroline Profanter: Magnetismen (2017), stereo, fixed media, 7’ 17’’

Katharina Klement (music), Doris Schmid (video): natura morta (2021), stereo, 
audiovisual, 10’

Tobias Leibetseder: Time Crystals (2021), live-electronics, stereo 21’

***Interval ~20 min (bar open)***

Thomas Gorbach: Flashrust (2019), stereo, 9’ 38’’

Caroline Profanter: Risonanze 15 min., stereo, Solo Improvisation

Martina Claussen: ´Verwoben´,  2020 (10.12 min.)   stereo, audiovisual
Conny Zenk: Video

Duo 3-Kanal:  Live Set, 4-ch
Katharina Klement (Zither & Electronics) 
Martina Claussen (Voice, Objects & Electronics) 



About the works

Magnetismen

Electromagnetic waves surround us. They are omni-present, but we don’t hear them, 
usually. For this work I recorded those crackling, noisy, but also melodic sounds with the 
help of special microphones, and created a noisy little symphony out of it.

natura morta

This work brings together the media of image and sound within this concept. It is based on the 
exploration of a selected space under specific conditions. Space is understood here as a multi-layered 
link between a geographical location and a defined mental state.

The optical starting point is a photograph of a landscape. Gradually, parts of this landscape begin 
to move. On the lake, waves glisten in slow motion, while the leaves of the trees move in time lapse in 
the wind. The movements of the individual parts of the picture take place in independent rhythms. The 
perception of a uniformly running time is suspended, several „local times“ model the image.

In music, we work with a limited contingent of sounds. Through transformations, their relations 
are constantly shifted. Size ratios, also foreground and background change, speeds are accelerated or 
slowed to a standstill.

The human being remains visually and acoustically omitted. The absence of people is not only a 
characteristic of every still life, it also refers to the situation of our current “lockdowns“ due to a 
pandemic. We become witnesses to a metamorphosis that oscillates between “real” and “fake”.

Flashrust

Flashrust was created in 2019 under the pressure of the summer heat when the hot dust often made the 
objects barely recognizable. Perseverance was the motto during seemingly endless repetitions of hot hours. 
Fascinated and deterred, I searched for a sound phenomenon of a vibrating continuum in transition to rotation 
and finally to white noise.

Verwoben

The piece `Interwoven ́deals with interaction, being near and distant, with fusion, as well as 
peeling out of the crowd.

Time Crystals 

Time Crystals are quantum systems whose symmetrical order is defined in time rather than in 
space. The physicist Frank Wilczek created this theory 2012 which was experimentally confirmed 
2017. A new kind of matter may have been found. 

"Time Crystals" is a metaphor for a kind of new matter based on symmetric repetitive sonic 
structures in time thereby creating a broad variety of sonic crystals glowing in the dawn of space time.



About the artists

Caroline Profanter works in the fields of electroacoustic and acousmatic music as a composer and performer. 
She creates imaginary soundscapes and sonic narratives on the perceptional threshold of familiarity; playing 
recorded sounds taken from the context of everyday life, interweaved with electronically generated sound 
material. She has a special interest in background noises and interferences, that are produced by our 
environment: electricity, and other waves, that surround us. Her performances often involve the use of 
amplified objects, feedback systems and are conceived for multichannel speaker 
configurations. 

She studied Computer Music and Electronic Media at the University of Music and 
Performing Arts in Vienna and holds a Master's degree in Acousmatic Composition from 
the Royal Conservatory of Mons in Belgium. Her works have been presented in various 
Festivals, including: Espace du Son (BE), Wien Modern (AT), Sound Spaces (SWE), Plage 
Sonore Le Havre (FR), XI Bimesp - Sao Paolo (BR), Visiones Sonoras - Morelia (MEX), 
Festival für Zeitgenössische Musik (I), Transart Festival (I), SYNC.2013 (RU). 
Since 2017, she works for Q-O2 workspace for experimental music and sound art in 
Brussels.
http://cprofanter.klingt.org/
https://soundcloud.com/carly-profanata

 
Katharina Klement

born 1963 in Austria, active as composer-performer in the field of composed and improvised, 
electronic and instrumental music. Numerous cross-connecting projects within the fields of 
music-text-video. She is particularly interested in the piano and its extended playing techniques. 
Founder and member of several ensembles for improvised music.
International concerts and performances, most recently in Basel/Gare du Nord, Tamil 
Nadu/South India, Q02 Brussels, festivals Wien Modern, Elevate Graz, Klangspuren Schwaz, 
„Zwei Tage Zeit“ Zürich, BIMESP/Sao Paolo, contemporary music festival Florida.

Many recordings including labels gruenrekorder, Ventil records, chmafu nocords, Austrian 
gramophone.

Collaboration with various ensembles and artists, e.g. ensemble recherche, Klangforum Wien, 
Ensembles PHACE, Schallfeld, Studio DAN, airborne extended.

Several prizes and awards like „honorary mention“ 2006 ars electronica Linz, federal 
scholarship composition 2002 und 2011, art prize Austria section music 2013, Gustav Mahler 
award Austria 2017.

Since 2006 lecturer at the course for electroacoustic and experimental music/University of 
Music and Performing Arts Vienna
http://www.katharinaklement.com

Doris Schmid
born 1974 in Switzerland, Visual artist with film, video, installation and photography. 

Studies in Basel and Zurich (painting and video/new media). Since 2000 exhibitions, art projects, screenings, 
participation in video festivals and projects with musicians. 

Prizes (such as Videotage Basel, NAB, shift Festival Basel). 
Freelance Video Cutter for Documentaries (arte, 3sat, srf). Residencies in Vienna, Berlin,
Paris, Tokio and Nairs. 2002 ― 2012 in Vienna,  lives since then in Berlin.
http://www.dorisschmid.net/
https://www.schlebruegge.com/de/content/doris-schmid-projektionen
https://vimeo.com/channels/eunicemartinsdorisschmid

http://cprofanter.klingt.org/
https://vimeo.com/channels/eunicemartinsdorisschmid
https://www.schlebruegge.com/de/content/doris-schmid-projektionen
http://www.dorisschmid.net/
http://www.katharinaklement.com/
https://soundcloud.com/carly-profanata


Tobias Leibetseder is a composer, performer, sound and media artist.
In his work he engages with the aspects of space and transformation. Studied jazz / fusion guitar at the 

American Institute of Music. Studied architecture at the Vienna University of Technology. Studied computer 
music and electronic media at the Institute for Electroacoustics at the University of Music and Performing Arts 
in Vienna. Studied media composition and computer music at the Anton Bruckner University in Linz. Works in 
the field of electroacoustic music, sound art, radio art, short radio plays, graphics, design, media art.
Artistic researcher in the FWF project "Rotting Sounds" in cooperation with the University of Music and 
Performing Arts Vienna.

Concerts and performances at Zeiträume Basel, Wien Modern, Alte Schmiede (Vienna), Echoraum 
(Vienna), Fashion Week (Brighton), Ars Elektronica (Linz), Radiokulturhaus (Vienna), Volkstheater (Vienna), 
Steirischer Herbst (Graz) ZKM (Karlsruhe), Kunstenfestival des Arts (Brussels) Gessneralle (Zurich) Teaterhuset
Avantgarden (Trondheim), and many more.
www.tobiasleibetseder.at

Thomas Gorbach
... grew up in a little village in the mountains with the shimmering sounds from his brother's accordion, the

natural sounds of the surroundings, the four bells of the local Catholic church and the changeable sounds of a 
synthesizer. Classical music studies in Switzerland and studies of electroacoustic music at the University of 
Music and Performing Arts in Vienna. In 2007 he founded the first concert series for acousmatic music in 
Austria and established the first Austrian acousmonium with the concert association THE ACOUSMATIC 
PROJECT. Various teaching activities, sound installations, PEEK research project, international concert 
activities and state scholarship for composition 2020.
https://theacousmaticproject.at/thomas-gorbach

Martina Claussen
The composer and vocal artist Martina Claussen explores and combines the sounds of the human voice 

and sound objects with field recordings, analogue and digital electronics. She explores the space and the 
performative action and has over the years steadily developed her own, distinctive style of music. 

She studied computer music and electronic media at the University of Music and Performing Arts in 
Vienna, Voice at the Music and Arts University of the City of Vienna and composition at the Bruckner University
in Linz. 

Performances and concerts at various international festivals including 
Ars Electronica, Wien Modern, Fylkingen-Stockholm, Festival Futura-Crest /France 
Acousmatic Festival St.Petersburg, Iklektik-London 
New York City Electroacoustic Music Festival. 

She recently received the Publicity Award of SKE / Austro Mechana 2020 
She works at the University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna where, since 2009, she 
holds the position of Associate Professor of Voice. 
https://martinaclaussen.at

Conny Zenk 
is a media artist working at the intersection of performance, video, and sound in the context of urban 

architecture and the city. Her working method is transdisciplinary and artistically explorative using digital and 
analog interfaces, vehicles, and media. 

Since 2017 she curates the participatory event series RAD Performance.
 https://connyzenk.com

https://connyzenk.com/
http://www.tobiasleibetseder.at/
https://martinaclaussen.at/
https://theacousmaticproject.at/thomas-gorbach

